Academic Programs
The college is currently offering a wide range of academic programs, many of
which are designed to meet the needs of our national and international students.
These courses are well designed to equip graduates with both intellectual and
competence skills that are highly prized in the employment market. These academic
programs have been tailored to conform to the standards set internally by the quality
assurance team and externally by the National Council of Higher Education. The
college is also working in collaboration with Kyambogo University, in offering a
diploma in civil engineering. It is hoped in future to also offer diplomas in water,
mechanical and electrical engineering.
Graduation
Up to the present time the College has sent over
10,000 graduands out as skilled labour. The
college just held the 5th graduation ceremony on
Oct 4, where 400 students graduated. Rt. Rev.
Bishop Enoch Kayeeye was the Guest of Honour.
Sports Successes
College students have just participated in the
Kabale District Guild Leaders Association Sports
Competition where two of our students won Gold and Bronze in Athletics. The
VTC has directed efforts to improve the sports facilities to help every student make
the best of their spare time. There is a well organized Kinyankore-Kikiga cultural
dance team that promotes the basic traditional culture and morals in the College.
Faith Tushabe (AICM Exec Dir)
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St Ebbe’s Visit Number 3
In what seems to be an annual occurrence now, a team from St Ebbe’s
Church, Oxford, consisting of Lucas Durant, Heather Nevard and Frances
Wayman, along with two FAICM Trustees, Sue and Colin Townsend, visited
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AICM, Kabale. Frances was making a return visit to help
with management strategies.
Each morning the whole team led bible studies with
students and staff in the VTC chapel, using fifty copies of
“Just for Starters” series 1, which we subsequently left,
along with fifty copies of the follow-on series. One of the
team spoke briefly each day on the set passage, then we
broke into groups to discuss it for a short time. On our final day we were able to
hand out around 40 Good News Bibles to students who did not have one. This
follows on from a similar gift in both the previous years, so now around 120
GNB have been distributed. Attendance in chapel was good. In the late
afternoons between 4 and 6 pm, we shared less formal
times with students; on the sports field, knitting and
one-to-one talks.
Muko Secondary School is a church school where
AICM send several of their UK sponsored students.
Secondary education is not free in Uganda so paying
for secondary education is a huge problem. We were
warmly welcomed by the chaplain/chairman,
headmaster and staff and were then privileged to
attend an assembly of the whole school, where Lucas
preached a strong message from Luke 22 v24-30. A
gift of a football and pump and a set of sixteen sports
vests were presented, which were gratefully received,
and then we were able to meet and greet the
sponsored students on behalf of their sponsors.
We went on to visit Rugarama Hospital which is run by
the Church of Uganda, and were shown round by the
chaplain. We were able to pray with various patients
and in particular visited maternity, neo-natal and
children’s wards. A big bag of teddy bears, knitted in
the UK by Friends, proved ideal gifts for the children.
With AICM staff, two visits to AICM rural community
groups were made at Ndeego and Nyamabale. At the latter, we were welcomed
by various ladies’ groups. Long term AICM field worker, Benson, introduced
the ladies, who sang to us then we sang to them.
Lucas preached very movingly on 2 Cor.4 v 6-12,
interpreted by Gloria from AICM. Several women
then spoke of their work among their communities
before singing and dancing for us as we took our
leave. It was a humbling and moving occasion.
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Batwa
The Batwa Livelihood Project is a project aiming at encouraging the Batwa people
and their neighbours in the following:-food security, shelter improvements,
economical security through improved agricultural methods and higher quality
seed, house construction and village savings and loan associations (VSLA), to
save money for their future financial need. This
is a financial alternative to formal banks which
are located far from Batwa communities.
Through VSLA, Batwa have been able to pay
hospital bills, which is incredible! In one case, a
caesarean section birth was required, so the
couple borrowed money from VSLA which set off the hospital expense in Kabale
Regional Referral Hospital. So from this Batwa now know the value of joining
VSLA and know how to use the loans acquired.
Another achievement under this scheme is the cooperation of Batwa and nonBatwa communities in a VSLA. As a result of this, two different communities
which were headed by a Mutwa, (Ntamusore Epafura), resolved to give thanks to
God in church for the group’s achievement in the last saving cycle. After agreeing
to save, when the money was shared out at the end of the cycle, each member
bought a goat. In September, the same VSLA organized a thanksgiving ceremony
to thank the Lord for the progress of their group. This was held at Muremure
church of Uganda in Kashasha parish and AICM programme staff attended. The
group gave a contribution of 100,000 Ugandan shillings (About £25) from the
interest they had accumulated towards church construction specifically to fixing
church glass windows.
Evangelism
Last July the St Ebbe’s mission team took with
them money donated to enable AICM to purchase
Rukiga bibles to equip community leaders for
evangelism. Recently, leaders of four Batwa centres
were given bibles to encourage and give hope to
community members through the word of God.
Vocational Training College
The uniqueness of the VTC lies in the fact that it is concentrating on education
and training, which build fundamental traits of character moulded around the fear
of God:- honesty, courage, compassion and responsibility. The college has many
attributes that are necessary ingredients for nurturing a God-fearing and
responsible, cultured, skilled and confident citizen and places priority in
respecting equality of all human beings as the community of God’s people,
irrespective of ethnic, social and political inclinations or gender and religious
differences
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much to John’s frank negotiating skills.
I am glad that, while John is standing down as treasurer and trustee and Liz as
trustee, they will remain supporters of AICM, actively continuing that ministry of
encouragement and generosity which has marked all these years of their
dedicated service. We give thanks to them – and to God for sharing them with
us. And, as with King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, we say: ‘the half has not
been told!’

Alternative giving
The trustees are pleased to announce a new, updated gift leaflet. You should all
receive one with this newsletter. Please feel free to print off any number for
distribution and if you would like some printed copies please apply to Mike
Henderson or Sue Townsend, who will gladly send some.
In July this year, the Ebbe’s mission team was privileged to be present at a
gathering of many of the disadvantaged communities served by AICM. The
occasion was a presentation of some of the alternative gifts, mainly, on this
occasion, sheep and goats. We were shown first some seed beds demonstrating
crops nutritionally good to grow for expectant and breast feeding mothers.
Dennis, a community worker working for AICM under a scheme run by US
AID, was keen to show off this work. Then we gathered for the presentation
ceremony. The welcome was, as usual, warm and overwhelming, and the
gratitude of the various individual communities when given their gift was
humbling. We were able to see, at first hand, the difference that these gifts can
make. It is not just the gift, but the fact that each one represents to the
recipients, our prayers, love and concern for them. So please do consider giving
some of these gifts to friends, and maybe encourage others to do so. There is a
wider range of gifts than previously, but even the smallest one like one jerry
can, will make a big difference to someone.
News from AICM
Community news from Kabale
AICM is partnering with USAID in a community connector project in various
sub-counties in Kisoro District. The project has a focus on “Family Life Field
Schools” through production and consumption of nutritious food and promoting
good agricultural practices. There is also promotion of Water Sanitation and
Hygiene in partnership with the church. The church has played an important role
in encouraging both men and women to take up responsibilities in their homes.
They have come on board to work together with their partners. At homes in areas
subject to this intervention, you will find positive and beneficial changes.
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At Ndeego, we were welcomed outside a local
primary school by lots of children and ladies
representing the many AICM rural community
groups. Accompanying us this time were Bishop
Enoch, AICM staff and field workers plus local
council officials. The occasion was a thanksgiving
and presentation of gifts, purchased by our
“Alternative Gift” scheme. Most of the gifts on this occasion were sheep and
goats. There was a huge audience and various people spoke including the Bishop,
Sue, then Lucas. Rachel, the AICM evangelist, carried out all necessary
interpretation.
The team then helped hand
over the sheep and goats great fun! Lots of singing
and dancing followed.
Two days were spent at each
of the two AICM Batwa
primary schools starting
with Rwamahano, although Frances was employed elsewhere with AICM
management staff. Our first visit was delayed owing to repairs to the AICM twin
cab lorry, and our late arrival obviously annoyed the parents who had arrived
much earlier and who were hungry and tired from waiting. This is a very needy
community with the parents facing real problems from hunger and lack of water;
all of which AICM is challenged to address. Lucas spoke to them first whilst the
rest of us took all the children into a classroom for singing. They first sang songs
that the Ebbe’s team had taught them
previously, which was really encouraging, then
we taught them some new songs, which they
learned easily and enjoyed. The children were
then divided into two groups; one for teaching
and one for games. Lucas taught with the aid of
an interpreter and Heather and Sue took the
games. Afterwards, the two groups swapped.
The same formula was repeated for the second visit,
which was a slightly happier occasion as we
managed to arrive on time.
Our two visits to the Muribindi community and
school followed the same pattern. The group of
children was smaller, but very welcoming and very
responsive.
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These parents were also extremely welcoming and
showed a warmth of fellowship and a keen desire
to hear the Word of God. On both occasions they
pressed into the class room for Lucas to share with
them after he had taught their children. They are
pastored by AICM worker and lay reader Datsun,
who lives among them
with his wife and two
children. The result of his commitment and ministry is
obvious for all to see. The team really enjoyed both
their visits.
For the Sunday services, the team read lessons at both
English services at All Saints Church on the first
Sunday with Lucas having the privilege of preaching at
both, and also at the third local language (Rukiga)
service which is the one with the biggest attendance. Again Rachel, the AICM
evangelist, interpreted. Lucas and Colin were
also introduced by Rachel on behalf of AICM,
on “The Voice of Kigezi” local radio.
Due to the generosity of many folk, the team
used their full luggage allowance to take many
gifts. Some have already been mentioned, but we
also took some sports equipment for both the
VTC and schools, and a great number of woollen
blankets, knitted vests and hats of various sizes
which will be given to the Batwa communities.
Ladies underwear and some other clothing were
also taken, which will be distributed among needy
girls at the VTC. We distributed a quantity of
knitting needles and
wool and successfully
encouraged a lot of
the girls to knit. Some
direct money donations enabled us to leave funds
for the purchase of around thirty local language
(Rukiga) bibles, to be carefully distributed among
leaders in the rural communities.
Sadly as we arrived in Kabale, the bishop’s eldest
and only remaining brother died, so the family were in mourning. We were
privileged to be asked to attend the funeral which we did on the first Saturday of
our visit. It was a fascinating experience.
Sue Townsend
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John and Liz Tapper
During 2014, the Friends of AICM have had a change of Treasurer. Meanwhile,
at a Trustees’ meeting our chairman Gordon Ogilvie paid tribute to Mick’s
predecessor with these reflections.
I cannot recall where I first encountered John Tapper, one of many vicars who
have crossed my path. I say ‘encountered’, because you don’t just meet John –
you encounter him. There is a controlled exuberance about him which
encourages and enables others to join in what John is eagerly doing. In our case,
that enthusiasm has been for the work of God through AICM in Uganda. And we
give thanks to God for John’s seven years of ministry in that special way.
Most treasurers, especially of voluntary groups, are – quite rightly – cautious,
seeing it as part of their role to warn their committee,
their trustees or whoever, about the dangers of
insufficient reserves or of unwise expenditure. John
has often made a report to our FAICM trustees which
focussed on a drop in income or some other factors
which suggested caution. I have waited for that report
to finish with a negative recommendation but John has
closed by urging us to trust God and go ahead. God
gave us a double blessing in having an accountant
turned vicar as our treasurer.
But of course God also gave us another double
blessing in that John and Liz have both served as
trustees over these years. And while I cannot
remember where and when I first met them, my
strongest memory is of a wonderful weekend at Folkestone with Ugandan food
sufficient to feed the five thousand. How to find Ugandan ingredients in the
Garden of England baffles me; but never Liz.
Indeed the ‘yes we can’ attitude has been a mark of Liz’s ministry for the Friends
of AICM. As a chairman used to trying to achieve agreement in meetings by
appropriate compromise and consensus, I more than once found my wellmeaning attempts at diplomacy gently blow apart by Liz making a down-to-earth
proposal that cut to the heart of the matter and pointed the way forward for us in
such a way that we wondered why we hadn’t seen it - until Liz pointed it out.
A good number of our current trustees were on the 2003 trip to Uganda, when
AICM marked its twentieth anniversary. Liz and John were two of that happy
band of pilgrims on what remains for me the brightest and best of the memories I
have of Uganda. John was also with Colin Townsend and me when we made a
much shorter and focussed visit in 2011 to handle face-to-face with our Ugandan
partners some difficult areas of concern. The resolution of those issues owed
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acting out bible stories, learning lots of songs and a great deal of fun and games
outside on the hills; football, team games, singing games, skipping and, best of
all, bubbles! On every occasion the parents have
also demanded to know what was being taught.
We have been impressed that each year our
coming has obviously been much anticipated and
we have been amazed at the memories of the
children who now sing back to us several of the
songs we have taught, and so are recalling
important lessons about the love of Jesus for
each of them.
We have obviously got to know these two
communities a little and have come to see both the gains and the challenges. We
see how essential the daily provision by AICM of a simple breakfast is for the
children, and how even this is a challenge when the water supply is low or dried
up. We see how very basic and inadequate the school buildings are. In
Rwamahano this year, we found much of the school classrooms had collapsed due
to storm damage. This community is obviously under stress, and poses a great
challenge to AICM, and yet the children were so pleased to see us, even more so
when we returned a second time. At Muribindi we were so encouraged to find a
warm welcome from what seemed to be a faithful and more cohesive community,
where the AICM extension worker, a lay reader called Datsun, who was
mentioned in an earlier article, is plainly having great effect.
In order to minister effectively amongst all these Batwa communities, AICM
needs major funding. It constantly seeks other partners such as Pilot Light
Foundation which is completing a project to provide better homes. For the last
seven years, due to the generosity and fundraising of one of our supporters,
FAICM have been able to send a small monthly sum for the Batwa that has
enabled AICM to provide the daily breakfast
at the two primary schools, contributed to the
teachers’ salaries and transport for water. This
fund has now dried up. In order to try and
maintain this level of support for the Batwa,
and even increase it to meet further needs,
FAICM has established a “Batwa Fund”.
Any donations can be sent to the treasurer and
marked “for the Batwa Fund”, and a regular
standing order can also be set up for this
purpose. The FAICM Alternative Gift scheme also provides gifts that benefit the
Batwa. Please pray that through the ministry of AICM, the Batwa may discover
the love of God that can transform lives both spiritually and materially.
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Financial Report as at the end of November 2014
Readers will be interested to learn of the financial challenges now facing
FAICM. We have been contributing £200 a month to support the Batwa, but
sadly our reserves in the Batwa Fund have now run out and unless we get more
regular giving, this contribution will be reduced to £75 a month.
All charities have difficulties with maintaining contributions to their general
funds because they are so unglamourous and FAICM is no exception. Our
general fund contributes £2,310 a month to the overhead expenses of AICM in
Uganda. Unfortunately it only receives between £1,000 and £1,300 a month of
committed giving, and the reserve is expected to run out at the end of this year.
With no staff and other resources, everything else grinds to a halt so readers will
understand that we are desperate to add £1,000 or so a month to this dull and
unsung cause.
The other aspects of our work are in rude health. Our supporters are sponsoring
the education of thirty-six secondary and college students who would otherwise
have no educational or other prospects: that is thirty-six of our fellow Christians
not starving on the streets. Would it were more. And a large donation from St.
Ebbe's Church in Oxford continues to support an evangelist. Given the
importance in Africa of suppressing belief in superstition and witchcraft, of
encouraging sexual continence and of avoiding corruption, one would have
thought that promoting the Gospel would figure more prominently in the public
discourse on development.
Michael Lloyd (Treasurer)
REWARDING ROLES
Sponsors of students have a right to feel proud of their youngsters’ achievements!
Amos and Richard, two privately sponsored students have attained excellent
grades at University and graduated in October. Amos is working for AICM as an
Extension Worker with the Batwa and Richard has started up a Primary School.
Previous student Jonathan has started up a Nursery School, Shallon is working in
the Library at Muko School and Aggrey is
employed by AICM as an electrician and
occasionally lectures at the VTC.
Several other VTC students have secured
employment in Kabale as secretaries, tailors,
motor mechanics and plumbers.
Norman, who attends Brainstorm High School,
achieved such high grades in his “O Levels” that
Colin with Aggrey
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he was offered a half Bursary, which means he only pays half of his fees. This is
very encouraging and sets an example for the other supported
youngsters.
Rachael, the Evangelist Coordinator, has been working with
Gloria to instil discipline and give counselling and career
guidance to the students. This has yielded encouraging results.
Sue and Colin Townsend managed to see most of the sponsored
students on their visit in July. Sue wrote to all sponsors on her
return and said, “We found visiting these students very humbling
Norman
and I want to convey to you how much you
mean to these students. They are profoundly grateful, they
know that your help can be life changing for them and they
think of you with great affection. We met former students
involved in work helping other needy youngsters, they are a
testament to the love shown them by one of you.”
I have a waiting list of double orphans wanting a chance of
an education.
If you feel moved to help a needy child, please do get in
touch with me, Gill Henderson. My contact details are on
the last page.
Abraham

New Trustees
At our meeting in September, trustees were pleased to welcome two new
trustees. Mick Lloyd, from Cranbrook, was welcomed as our new treasurer, and
Frances Wayman, from Oxford, joins us as a trustee. Mick will step into the
role, undertaken so faithfully and with great skill by Canon John Tapper.
Frances has been to Uganda for the past two years with the St Ebbe’s church
summer mission team, and has become very familiar with the ministry, and in
particular, worked alongside some of the AICM administrative staff, so she will
be a great asset.
The trustees also decided to welcome on board as an associate trustee,
Rev Ken Walker. Ken accompanied the Trinity College group who went in
September 2013 to work on the AICM health centre at Kyobugombe. This was
his second visit as he also visited back in 2003, so he too knows AICM quite
well and will be a useful contact up in Berwick, where we hope and pray he will
inspire some new support for FAICM.
There is a short resume from Frances elsewhere in the newsletter. Mick and
Ken’s will follow in the next one.
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Introducing Frances Wayman, one of the new trustees.
I have lived for most of my life in Australia
(Tasmania), but relocated to the UK four years ago
to take up a post with the University of Oxford. I am
now settled in the UK, and attend St Ebbe’s church
in Oxford, where I am a member of the missions
committee and am involved with student work (as
well as working full-time as a policy officer for the
University of Oxford). I have recently accepted an
invitation to join the Friends of AICM as a trustee.
I have had the pleasure of visiting AICM in Kabale
twice; with the St Ebbe’s mission team in 2013 and
again this year, and have seen first-hand the value of
the work that AICM carries out both in the field and
through the VTC. In 2013, I joined in with all of the Ebbe’s team’s activities
and outreach. On my second visit with the Ebbe’s team in July this year, I had
the immense privilege of spending much of my time in the office at AICM
assisting Faith and Gloria in their work, and encouraging staff in further
developing their time management and other skills.
Having seen first-hand the value of the work of AICM in reaching the poor
and marginalised, I am very conscious of the vital need for prayer to support
this work. As part of my role as a trustee, I have been asked to co-ordinate the
compiling and sending of prayer bulletins to those willing to pray for the work
of AICM. It is envisaged that this will be done primarily via email (though
post will also be an option for those who do not use email). I will be
contacting those on the FAICM mailing list in due course to ask if you would
be willing to receive prayer updates. It is anticipated that these might be sent
out once a quarter. If you have any questions, do feel free to contact me in the
meantime via frances.wayman@gmail.com
FAICM Batwa fund
Most of our readers will know that a significant part of AICM’s ministry is
among the marginalised Batwa (pygmy) peoples; a ministry that has involved
purchasing land for Batwa communities, teaching them to build homes and
cultivate the land, helping in areas of hygiene, health, education and human
rights representation. Over the last three years, members of the St Ebbe’s mission
team have spent time with the two communities where AICM has established a
primary school; Rwamahano and Muribindi. We have spent two or three days in
each place and our primary purpose was to teach both children and adults from
the Bible. For the children and their teachers, this has involved teaching and
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